Energy
Spray Line
more energy to your work !

A special easy to use aerosol
line dedicated for car refinish
professional body repairers.
It is suggested for smart/fast repairs
and for a rapid production of colour
test cards.
Energy Spray Line is the fastest
and most economical way to make
your activity more productive.

Product saving

more energy to your work !

PROFESSIONAL
USE

Time saving
Very fast drying
Energy Spray Line are
all 1K products

Fast product preparation
Fast application
Energy Spray are all ready to use

Less time on to equipment
cleaning

No wastage of material
with Energy Spray Line you use
just the necessary quantity of
product to make your repair.
For all types of
application with Energy
Spray Line you have
two types of nozzles:
a cone nozzle and
a bi-directional
horizontal and
vertical fan nozzle.
FAN NOZZLE

90° rotation

CONE NOZZLE

LECHLER COATINGS LTD.
Unit 42, Pochin Way - Middlewich
Cheshire CW10 0GY - UK
Tel. +44 (0) 1606 738.600
Fax +44 (0) 1606 738.517
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www.lechler.eu

CLEARCOAT
EL 090

Anticorrosive primer for metals.
It is suggested when a high
adhesion is required and as
an anticorrosive protection coat
on steel, aluminium and its
alloys, electro-galvanized and
hot-galvanized steel, General
Industry and Industry.

Brilliant acrylic clearcoat.
A specific product for the
application on matt solvent
and water-based basecoats
for spot repairs in rapid
repair cycles.

The product is neutral grey.

5-10 µ

30-40’@ 20°C

0499

+15+30°C

2-3 coats

30-40 µ

+15+30°C

+15+30°C

2-3 coats

1-5’ @ 20°C

Rapid insulating filler.
It is suggested for spot and
small repairs in rapid repair
cycles.

1-2h@20°C

0500

+15 +30°C

POLISH EL 098
Water based polishing paint,
for a rapid and efficient
polishing of the painted
surfaces. It is particularly
suggested to treat old paints
and to polish HS and UHS
finishing coatings.
- very easy application
- polishing of the painted
surfaces
- without silicon
- it removes easily “dirtiness”
and light scratches
- it leaves a thin protective film
- it is suggested to complete
the cycle of pre-delivery
of the vehicle

- easy application
- good insulating power
- good filling power
- low absorption
- very good structured effect

- easy to use
- rapid drying
- easy sanding
- good insulating power
- good filling power

40-60 µ

+15+30°C

Black acrylic protective paint
with structured effect.
A specific product to paint
bodywork and plastic parts
(previously treated
with a primer). Over paint
with solvent and water-based
enamels.

Dark Grey EL 078

1-2 coats

0642

UNDERBODY BLACK
EL 050

Red EL 076

The product is coloured (Silver)
to ensure coverage on dark
coloured plastics is achieved.

0498

0501

Blue EL 074

- easy to use
- very good adhesion
- rapid drying
- safety in use

20-30’@ 20°C

6 h @ 20°C

Energy
Spray Line

PROFESSIONAL
USE

White EL 068
Light Grey EL 070
yellow EL 072

Universal Primer for plastics.
It is suggested when high
adhesion is demanded for
the painting of small parts
and spot repairs.

5-10 µ

- easy to use
- rapid drying

FAST FILLER

PLASTIC PRIMER
EL 010

1 coat

Blender for shades.
A specific product to
make UHS enamels
and clearcoats shades
uniform when fading out.

- recommended for application
on colour test cards
- good application and film
tension
- good gloss
- good resistance to atmospheric
agents
- easy polishing

- easy to use
- rapid drying
- good anticorrosive action
- good adhesion on metals
- resistant to welding

2 coats

UHS FADE-OUT
BLENDER EL 085

2 coats

40-60 µ

20-30’@ 30°C

0504

+15+30°C

1-2 coats

0553

+15+30°C
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ANTICORROSIVE
PRIMER EL 030

